Two rising-star researchers given O'Donnell Awards

World News: Business — Dr. Kim Orth, an associate professor of molecular biology and biochemistry at UT Southwestern Medical Center, and Dr. Jung-Chih Chiao, a UT Arlington electrical engineering professor and adjunct associate professor of internal medicine at UT Southwestern, were recognized last week as two of the state’s rising stars in research by the Academy of Medicine, Engineering and Science of Texas. They were two of the four 2011 Edith and Peter O'Donnell Award...

Scripps Study in New England Journal of Medicine First to Assess Consumer Impact of Personal Genetic Tests

Globe Newswire — SAN DIEGO, Jan. 12, 2011 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- New findings from a landmark research study led by Scripps Health and the Scripps Translational Science Institute (STSI) ...More
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RT @hrana: Research: Studies support antibiotics from the start for otitis media (New England Journal of Medicine) http://bit.ly/hNS7XM ...

RT @theheartorg: Physician groups bristle at proposed “sleep regulations”: An editorial in the New England Journal of Medicine st...
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